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What?
(How) Can I , by collaborating with
my students and colleagues, improve
my current practice of:

teaching reflective writing
in a professionally accredited
engineering programme?
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A key Research Influence and Relationship

Prof. John Cowan
Work encountered 2009
Critical friendship established, Nov 18th 2014
Collaboration Nov 2014 to Date: > 900 emails
“I judge the introduction of self-assessment as the
most powerful factor for change and development that I
have yet encountered.”
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“Other Questions (2)
Reflective Writing”
• What is [good] reflective writing (and how is it related
to reflective practice)?

• What is its rationale and potential value as an
educational practice in general and within
engineering education in particular?
• Can it and should it be assessed and if so how?
• Authors: Dewey, Schön, Moon, Bolton,
Brookfield, Cowan, Carr & Kemmis, Ghaye,
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Other Questions (3)
• Do the students write reflectively?
• What themes do they choose to write about?
• What pedagogical practices and circumstances
appear to have facilitated or impeded the
writing?
• What issues or dilemmas remain unresolved?
• What further actions might facilitate further
improve practice?
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How? Phase 1

Saul Civil
28 + (6+14)

3 semesters of collaborative preparation
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The Assignment
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Dilemmas/Doubts

Assignment Instructions: interpreted as or
operate as a cage or an extendable scaffold?

Closed: Delimited
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Open: Expansive

A Teacher’s Workshop Reflection
Reflective Writing Workshop 2 Y2 Spring 2011
‘Paradox: You must look in the mirror to reflect.
[I modelled this physically with my hand as mirror]
If your attention is distracted from your reflection by
looking at assessment i.e. thinking about what “they” are
looking for, you will then no longer be reflecting.

So if you want to score high in reflection forget
about the score!
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Reflection before (a lot of) Action
Stage 1 Anticipation (Week 4 -ish)
Read John Cowan’s document “Making self-judgements”
Based on your experience in the module(s) to date and your
expectations, identify and describe in detail 3 skills/abilities or
dispositions/traits that will be called for from you during the
semester AND
the kind of data that would support a claim of development in
due course.
OR
“Is there something (perhaps relating not strictly to an ability or
disposition) that happened or is happening that I feel is
important, is related to learning and that I want to take this
time to explore?” If so, write about 2 abilities and this
important “something”. Tom Cosgrove

Reflection During the Whirl of Action
Stage 2 Interim Reflection (week 6/7 -ish)
How has an improvement in the use of these abilities been
apparent to you?
What has brought that about?
Have you engaged in any “thinking about thinking” which the
specialists call metacognition?
As far as possible support your claim of development with data.
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Reflection after Action (i)
Stage 3 Final Reflection (week 10 –ish)
You have received feedback from John Cowan on your stage 2
submission. You have had a further week of experience. Examine
John's feedback, update your self-assessment. Update your
reflection in the light of John Cowan’s feedback and any relevant
further accumulated experiences since your stage 2 submission.
Submit to Sulis.
Remember:
1) Nobody benefits if claims are not evidenced or made persuasive in
some way. Keep it long on specifics and short on waffle.
2) Better to honestly claim a lesson learned the hard way ("I wish I
had...) than make an unsupported claim of prodigious development .
No creative fiction please.
3) Get out the waffle eraser: does each sentence and adverb help to
illustrate credible experiences, build your case and persuade? If not
cut it out.
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Reflection after Action (ii)

Stage 3a Final Reflection (Week 10 –ish)
Update your reflection in the light of John Cowan’s feedback and
further accumulated experiences since your stage 2 submission.
Submit to Sulis.
Provide via SULIS constructive feedback to 2 of your peers in the
light of the set task summarised above and of your own
experiences and reflections. Consider how providing feedback to
your peers may have alerted you to potential improvements in
your own reflection. Update your own reflection as appropriate.
Constructive feedback will suggest an area or areas for improvement. In choosing areas in your peers’ text with
potential for improvement, consider your peers text in the light of the feedback you have received already as
well as your own experiences and reflections. If, having considered the matter carefully, you conclude that
there is little that you can suggest for improvement indicate by reference to the task requirements why this is
so.
See also notes from Stage 2 brief on SULIS instructions to assist you in providing feedback.

Stage 3b: Submit your final reflection to SULIS.
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Academic Context Y2: 1 Module
Year 2

Semester 3

MA4003

Engineering Maths 3

CS4033

Modelling Analysis of Fluid Systems

CE4003

Fluid Mechanics

MT4023

Materials 2

CE4013

Structural Analysis

CE4023

Design Studio

A perhaps small space but free of clutter
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Academic Context Y3: 1 Giant Project
Year 3

Semester 5

ER4507

Effluent Control Waste Management

CE4005

Structural Theory

CE4015

Soil Mechanics

CE4045

Professional Practice

CE4035

Reinforced Concrete and Masonry Design

A big space, crowded with
rich activity but stressful
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A Workshop

In the context of today’s workshop complete the following prompts on post-its:
1. The most important thing you do when facilitating our workshops is to .........
2. You could help us more effectively if you would ..........
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3. It's not really helpful when you........

3 year Word Cloud Top 30
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The Students’ Themes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenge of Freedom
Time Management / Self-Management
Teamwork
Feelings and Learning
Chinese Thoughts
Value of Reflection
An Important “Something”
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Challenge of Freedom (Y2)
‘Although I was allowed to choose any topic which
suited my fancy, I was confounded by the choice, as
I had not been given such freedom ever before in
my academic life.’
‘I feel looking at myself I was very narrow minded
to being afraid to commit to anything in fear it
would be wrong. But the more it went I began to
open up and got used to the idea of making
decisions.’
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Time Management / Self-Management (1)
‘We all feel there’s not enough hours in the day,
while procrastinating watching TV.’
‘It is very hard to get out of the procrastination
loop. You might sit down to study and suddenly
you get a notification on your phone or laptop.
Next thing you know you are after spending half
an hour watching pointless videos on Facebook.’
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Time Management / Self-Management (2)
‘1)Figure out why- there is always a reason why i.e. you
might be hungry or need a break.
2)Remove Obstacles- Develop a plan to cut out any
distractions i.e. hide your phone.
3)Jump right in- Getting started is the hardest.
4) Cut holes in the project- Do smaller pieces of the task
that are easily accomplished.
5)Work in the right Environment- Find a quiet place or an
environment that works for you and stick to it.
6) Enjoy small victories- Check things off your to-do list to
keep you motivated.
7) Get real- Do not set unrealistic goals
8) Take control of your self-talk – Think positively about
how good it will feel to have the work done.’
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Teamwork
‘While usually I prefer working on my own this semester
has shown me how effective working in a team can be. In
two of our modules this year we have a group project, at
the beginning these were difficult to organise due to the
workload and the unavailability of certain group
members. We set up group chats on social media to keep
readily in contact with each other and allow us to share
ideas and work. This worked well for a time but it wasn’t
until we set up personal meetings that we started to
make real progress.’
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Feelings and Learning
‘This meant that I was really putting myself out
there and have me and my idea shot down.’
‘I continued to practice in front of the mirror
and in front of a few friends. I found that my
confidence grew and my speech began to flow
easier. Then on the day of the presentation I felt
a lot more at ease’
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Chinese Thoughts
‘In this semester, the first ability I get is how to be a
brave girl.’
‘In whole term teamwork experience, I realize two
essential qualities. The first thing is brave, dare to
ask a question and have the courage of my
opinions. It ensure me to play a role in group and
prove my value in group.’
‘I tried to integrate into them, but I didn’t get the
desired reaction from them,’
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Value of Reflection
‘I tried to engage in this way of thinking as much as
possible and I think it did make some difference. It
seemed to give me a more open mind because last
semester there were modules that I did not like but
now I find myself thinking in a broader sense. I still
found modules difficult and it is not always easy or
enjoyable to put in the time to study them but I
think changing the way we think and trying to
expand our viewpoint is very worthwhile as it has
helped me in my studies.’
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An Important “Something”
‘Tolerance
(meaning to tolerate some of the childish behaviours from
some ignorant student against my belief),
Different people have different perspectives. We must accept
these differences even though they may be different from
what we are used to. Social roles can change and we must be
tolerant of these changes. Final thought, to myself and to you
as a reader of this inspiring piece to succeed socially, you must
get used to diversities. You must be tolerant of all peoples
regardless of their background, their opinions, or their
lifestyles.’
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The Teacher’s Themes (1)
• Value of Reflection: Making learning (+ some
feedback) Visible

• Time Management = Self-Management
• Mature Students tend to be…. Mature.
• Assessment and Feedback: ‘Tread softly for
you tread on my dreams’.
• What can I learn from reading my own
feedback?
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The Teacher’s Themes (2)
Collaboration [AR] with:
Student -------- Teacher -------- Critical Friend(s)
Shift from: a fear of restrictive assignment spec.
to:
Staged documented guidance and
practical justification by reference to the workplace
involving the careers office and
extending practice into the workplace.
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The Teacher’s Dilemmas 2
• Very few attempt a meaningful as-you-go
collection of data in a journal
• Some (20%-40% perhaps) do not engage with
personal experience but, despite various forms of
guidance, write mostly bland generalities (waffle)
and/or unsupported, unconvincing narrative with
no critical reflection
• Yet there is much reflection of potentially high
value (assuming the genuineness of those texts
that are on-task)
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Where am I ?
• More Convinced than ever that they need
guidance, time and space to learn selfassessment and self-management and ….
• Planning to move an Engineering module out of
Y3 to free up 6 ECTS credits of the needed

quality time for both teacher and
student for the very real work of
reflection.

• Affirmed by priorities articulated by new UL
higher management team: ‘self-management’
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